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And we call him Thijs

The Rijssenese Maya Posch is a hermaphrodite. Both female and male. Not according to 
Dutch physicians, though according to German ones. Her life so far is a traumatic search for 
her identity. “I'm apparently not allowed to exist in the Netherlands.”
Text Lucien Baard – Photo Vincent Jannink

Anyone who sees her walking doesn't see anything unusual about her. Maya Posch (28) from 
Rijssen is quite a pleasant woman to see; she is slim and has breasts which fit her slim figure. Semi-
long dark-blonde hair. She wears black skinny jeans, which accentuate her hips. Her eyes are 
highlighted by some light make-up. The only thing some might find remarkable is her voice: a 
slightly low alto for a woman. Woman. But that isn't yet what her passport says.

It's 1983. In the family a second, healthy child is born, after an unremarkable pregnancy. And we 
call him Thijs, said the birth card. A boy, in other words. “Everything was there. A complete penis, a 
scrotum... we had received a perfect little boy.” says mother Reinie. “There was no doubt.”

Only after 21 years it's finally becoming clear why Thijs for so long a lonely and downcast boy was. 
And after last year is the medical diagnosis clear as well. He is no complete boy. That is; complete 
according to Dutch physicians, not according to German specialists. 'He' is physically by birth 
actually both: male and female.On German MRI scans is the early development of a hidden and 
closed-off vagina visible, no prostate and underdeveloped testicles. That makes him for specialists 
of the Academic Hospital in Hamburg a hermaphrodite, or chimera. Or more accurately [ed: 
actually more generic] intersex. But in the brain of Posch is the female side dominant. It's all very 
clearly stated in reports.

Thus did Thijs become Maya...

That's how she goes through life since 2005, with as goal to have her birth certificate changed to list 
her as 'female'. Finally no longer the uncomfortable scenes in waiting rooms, because she gets 
called as 'Mister Posch'.

On the internet she's actively trying to fight against the ignorance about intersex. Meanwhile she's 
developing more and more into the speech person of people like her. There are many thousands in 
the Netherlands, she claims. Although there are few reliable statistics. In Belgium it's claimed that it 
occurs with 1 in every 5,000. Yet the latest estimates in the US mention 1 in every 2,000 and in 
Australia even 1 in every 1,000.

For all those people she describes her life and experiences on her English-language sites 
www.mayaposch.com – theatrical and raw. As a 'dramatic survival show', as she calls it.

This is her story.

And first of all does it have to be said: “I am not a transgender. Physicians in the Netherlands have 
tried to convince me I was one for almost seven years. They say: you're a man who'd rather want to 
be a woman. Someone who 'regards' himself like a woman, but isn't one. They wanted to force me 
to choose; man or woman, and denied that I was both; intersex. I feel brainwashed by those 
physicians.”

It makes her angry, at times even intensely depressed, she says. That's why she wants to sue them.

http://www.mayaposch.com/


And for the curious ones: “Yes, I have a penis, and no less than average length. Thus more than 
many men.” She says this while smiling, while cynicism and provocation sound through in her 
voice. But also pain. Lots of pain. At the  moment she's back home after a suicide attempt, at her 
mother's place. Living is a matter of falling and getting up again...

This is Maya Posch; intersex, chimera. A coincidence. During the pregnancy two embryos – one 
male and one female – must have merged and developed into a healthy child. Most of these kinds of 
pregnancies end in a spontaneous abortion.

Of the intersexed children who do get born it's often immediately visible that something went 
wrong during the development of the genitals. Most of them receive genital surgery and hormones 
shortly after birth so that they can go through life as a full man or woman. Yet for a small number of 
children is the dual-gender nature invisible and only much later in life does it become apparent, 
after a long search for their identity. Many still choose for sex-reassignment surgery. Only a few 
elect to accept their body and want to maintain an intersex-identity.

Like Maya. Officially she wants to become a woman and hopes that her closed-off vagina can be 
reconstructed into a usable one. But she doesn't want to get rid of the 'bulge' in her pants. “Because 
I accept it. That is what I am. Everyone asks me: but you do want to become a woman, right? 
There's the trauma. I look like a woman of 28, but I do not feel older than ten years if it's about 
sexuality. 

“Because to be honest, I just do not know what it means: feeling like a 'real' woman. I do know at 
any rate that I do not want to be a man. I have tried it for twenty-one years and it wasn't a success. 
Yes, I am a woman, but an exceptional one. An intersexed one!”

Yet what she wants – vagina reconstruction, while preserving the penis – can not be done legally in 
the Netherlands. That's why she has thought about a complete sex-reassignment surgery, but finds 
the idea disgusting. Again mildly ironic: “Because such a penis is quite handy when peeing, you 
know.”

But above all: “I do not want to be forced into a mould; you are either male, or female. I'm not 
going to play pretend. According to my own feelings I am supposed to have both: penis and vagina.

That people might thus regard her as a freak of nature? That's just the way of things. She has 
regarded herself the same way sometimes. On her weblog she wrote: “Maybe I'm not a freak, but 
sometimes I can not really convince myself that I'm not.” She can hardly be more depressed than 
during those days. But right now she's ready to fight.

“I want to live, I'm a human being. And once I'll find a partner who'll accept me.” She says all of 
this today in a very upbeat fashion. Without omitting details. She told her story once before already 
at BNN, in the series 'Je zal het maar zijn'. She is completely frank: that she has the wide hips and 
feminine face by nature. But that her breasts fully developed after 2005 when she started taking 
hormones. That she's glad with the compliments she gets for her flat tummy, especially when she's 
in bikini – her penis extended towards the back.

Her mild facial hair is being removed via electric epilation. She now has a few blonde hairs on her 
chin which only show when the light hits them in a particular fashion. She quickly rubs over them. 
“That's three weeks worth of growth...”

She's also frank about an experimental time period, which she doesn't look back upon very fondly. 
Because she – searching for herself – wanted to catch up on what she had missed out on: sex and 
intimacy. She is attracted to both males and females.

“I established contacts via internet forums. Ultimately I got raped by someone whom I trusted. And 
I have had relations with people from whom I thought that they cared about me. Yet they only 
wanted to know what it'd be like. I was their sex toy.”



It won't happen her again. “Yet I was insecure. I wanted attention as well.” 

They were experiences which she as it turned out needed to find herself. And that's been a very 
uncertain journey, starting at primary school. From the moment that boys start calling girls 'stupid' 
and the other way around. Mother Reinie noticed at that time that something was going on with 
Thijs.

“Yet I couldn't point to the reason. I saw a smart, happy boy with a lot of friends change into a sad 
child, which didn't enjoy being at school, but also failed to find connections outside school. I saw a 
lonely child.”

About this Maya says: “That's exactly how I felt: incredibly lonely. I was always 'in between 
everything'. I didn't belong to the boys, but also not to the girls. There was no one I could compare 
myself to. I think I ended up with the losers. I think that nobody at school saw me as 'one of the 
boys', but primarily as a nerd, a smart child. En that's how things stayed.

That's also how Maya regarded herself: “I think that I have actively suppressed my sexual 
development. I couldn't do anything with my emotions and feelings. I stayed a child out of self-
protection. Until my 21st I have indeed never concerned myself with sexuality, love or emotions.”

The change came while she was walking inside a DIY store. I was walking among all those 
products and male customers and felt weird and strange. I walked in a forced fashion, without 
knowing how or what. Only back home did I realize it: I know what I was doing. I was trying to 
walk in a femine fashion. I am a woman, I have to be transsexual. It felt like an immense relief. I 
was so happy. I cried the entire next day. “ After this she called her mother.

The days after it she spent for the first time in her life looking at her body in a mirror, not as a child 
but as an adult. The beginning of a physical search and lots of searching on the internet. She found 
after the scrotum a a soft spot, which gave her pleasant sensations and where she suspected the 
beginning of a vagina. After a week it was all clear to her.

“I am not a transgender, I was born intersex. I was crying in front of my computer when I realized 
this.”

Yet the relief didn't last long, she describes. Because it all seemed so easy: “Examine which organs I 
have and what the possibilities with them are.” But, she says, the Dutch physicians discarded her 
dual-gender story as a myth. Especially in the two gender clinics in Groningen and Amsterdam. 
According to them there was absolutely no sign of a vagina or other evidence of her feminity.

“They called me crazy, with that soft spot as a possibly closed-off vagina. I was confusing it with 
my anus. As if I am crazy. Intersex apparently doesn't exist for them. You're just a guy who wants to 
be a woman. As long as I played a good little transgender person everything would be fine. Thus I 
have been pushed the entire time towards a complete sex-reassignment surgery. Every question I 
had got interpreted as 'So you want to become a woman?'”

She didn't leave it at that. That's why she went outside the country. In Germany her suspicions got 
quickly confirmed in Germany. She is a hermaphrodite.

Her German physician writes: “You were born in my opinion as an intersex person, but in your 
brain you are a dominant female person.”

With that the battle with the Dutch medical world wasn't over yet. Again the prospect of a complete 
sex-reassignment surgery popped up, she says. Because to become a woman for the law Maya 
would have to be completely infertile as a male. That's why she wanted to undergo castration, so 
that simultaneously the unwanted production of testosterone would stop. But a castration is only 
performed in the Netherlands as part of a complete sex-reassignment surgery. And that's also true 
for her most fond wish – vaginal reconstruction while keeping the penis. Last year she decided as a 



last attempt to have the castration performed in Germany. With that the change to her birth 
certificate is at least within sight.

“Apparently Germany is much further progressed than the so-called tolerant Netherlands. They still 
reject the German report. Why do the Germans see on MRI scans what is going on, yet the Dutch 
physicians don't? Their persistence for many years that I had to be transgender has traumatized me.”

It has been determined that she has suffered a Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) as a result of 
the years of uncertainty about her identity. For this she 'at least partially' blames the hospitals. That's 
why she wants to file a lawsuit for damages.

Last year she attempted suicide while emotionally exhausted. It is the only point that tears show. “I 
thought, this country wants me to die. I am not allowed to live the way I want to. That is the worst 
part. That I can recall that feeling so clearly...”

At the moment she lives at her mother's place in Rijssen. Yet once she'll leave the Netherlands. To 
never return. She dares to dream. In ten years she sees herself working in the US, Asia or Australia. 
Working in IT.

“And then I hope to have found my place and peace. And maybe a relation; man or woman. But 
that's only possible if you have made peace with yourself. And that varies day by day. Now I say: 
my life matters. But it's a permanent battle. You can't walk away from yourself; the pain is inside 
your head.”






